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Case With Sunglasses & Pocket Revolver - XIX°

1 100 EUR

Signature : Poinçons LIEGE

Period : 19th century

Condition : Très bon état

Length : revolver: 12 cm --canon: 5 cm

Width : etui:  14,6 cm x 7,5 cm x 4 cm

Depth : poids revolver: 140 grs --etuis avec révolver: 300 grs

https://www.proantic.com/en/1071122-case-with-sunglasses-a

mp-pocket-revolver-xix.html

Dealer

Le Lys et l'Epée
Art premier, Memento Mori, Judaica, Maçonnique, Militaria,

Bijoux, Montres

Tonnay-Charente 17430

Description

Glasses case with 2 compartments opening by

push button, one for storing glasses, the other for

concealing a pocket revolver. Lefaucheux type

nickel-plated pinfire pocket revolver with 5mm

caliber pinfire and open carcass engraved with

floral decoration. Barrel 5 cm long with sides

with sights bearing inspector's punches on the

right side. Cylinder 6 shots entirely engraved,

bearing on the entries of the chambers the

hallmarks of Liége "ELG in oval" and hallmarks

of inspection identical to that of the barrel plus

the number 4. Checkered crested hammer and

loading door on the right side tilting. Folding

trigger and case extraction rod on the right side.

Ebony buttstock with central fixing screw.

Mechanism in perfect working order. Revolver

length: 12 cm Barrel length: 5 cm. Weight of the



revolver alone: 140 grs. Case with compartment

for glasses, present with tortoiseshell border in

good condition. Interior sheathed in purple velvet

with 2 compartments opening by push button.

Side of the revolver is a small housing for the

reserve of cartridges (including 4 present, of

time). Blocking of the cover of the cartridge

reserve and the revolver by pivoting of a brass

tab, see details on the photos. Cases: Length: 14.6

cm Width: 7.5 cm Thickness: closed 4cm Total

weight with revolver: 300 grs. Very good state of

conservation and use, in its own juice, see details

in the photos. Shipping costs offered for

FRANCE. Shipping costs outside FRANCE,

price on request depending on the area of the

country.


